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October 1, 2022

Dear Fellow Shareholders,

The water got choppy during calendar Q3. After an intense rally in which the small cap-focused Russell 2000 Index rose 
over 18% by August 16th, the following sell-off over the next six weeks saw small caps give up all those gains and more. 

For the quarter, the Intrepid Small Cap Fund (“the Fund”) returned -4.44%, just under its Morningstar Small Cap 
Index benchmark’s return of -3.75%. For the full fiscal year through September 30, 2022, the Fund has returned 
-23.76% vs. -21.72% for the benchmark.

Inflation and rising interest rates remain the main drivers of the large losses this year in most risk assets (including 
normally “safer” fixed income asset classes). As the world re-prices for…

 • higher discount rates to reflect the higher available risk-free rates provided by US Treasuries

 • a Federal Reserve that is consistently voicing its commitment to raising interest rates in order to overcome  
  inflationary forces

…we should expect continued volatility in the small cap market.

Total ReturnPERFORMANCE

Qtr. YTD 1 Year 3 Year 5 Year 10 Year
Since 

Inception

Intrepid Small Cap Fund - Inv.
Intrepid Small Cap Fund - Inst.
Morningstar Small Cap Index
^Since Inception returns are as of the Fund’s Investor Class inception date. Since the inception date of the Institutional 
Class, the annualized return of the Morningstar Small Cap Index is 10.24%.

^

 

Average  Annualized Total Returns
as of September 30, 2022

Inception Date

11/03/09
10/03/05 -4.44%     -26.41%   -23.76%     -0.26%       -0.63%       1.32%       5.48%

-4.43%     -26.32%   -23.63%     -0.06%       -0.43%       1.56%       3.78%
-3.75%     -24.53%   -21.72%      3.53%        3.45%        8.43%      7.30%

Performance data quoted represents past performance and does not guarantee future results. 
Investment returns and principal value will fluctuate, and when sold, may be worth more or less than their original cost. 
Performance current to the most recent month-end may be lower or higher than the performance quoted and can be 
obtained by calling 866-996-FUND. The Fund imposes a 2% redemption fee on shares held for 30 days or less.  
Performance data does not reflect the redemption fee. If it had, returns would be reduced.

Per the Prospectus dated January 31, 2022, the annual operating expense (gross) for the Intrepid Small Cap  
Fund-Investor Share Class is 1.74% and for the Intrepid Small Cap Fund-Institutional Share Class is 1.52%. The Fund’s 
Advisor has contractually agreed to reduce its fees and/or reimburse expenses until January 31, 2023, such that the 
total operating expense for the Small Cap Fund-Investor Share Class is 1.30% and the Endurance Fund-Institutional 
Share Class is 1.15%. The Small Cap Fund may have Net Expense higher than these expense caps as a result of any 
sales, distribution and other fees incurred under a plan adopted pursuant to Rule 12b-1 under the Investment Company 
Act of 1940, as amended (the “Investment Company Act”), acquired fund fees and expenses or other expenses (such 
as taxes, interest, brokerage commissions and extraordinary items) that are excluded from the calculation. As a result 
of the calculations, the Net Expense for the Small Cap Fund-Investor Share Class is 1.31%. The Net Expense for the 
Small Cap Fund-Institutional Share Class is 1.16%. The Net Expense Ratio represents the percentage paid by investors. 
Otherwise, performance shown would have been lower. As of June 6, 2022, the Intrepid Endurance Fund’s name 
changed to the Intrepid Small Cap Fund.
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inflationary trends, interest rates, and the economy.

Instead, we focus on building a portfolio full of companies that we believe can achieve structural market share growth 
over long periods of time and that trade at a reasonable valuation. To do this, we use periods like today to take advantage 
of the volatility provided by investors more interested in reacting to near-term inflation, rates, and economic news…
there’s a lot of data to react to if that is one’s goal.

With that in mind, we were more active than normal this quarter with several new purchases in the portfolio:

 • Carter’s Inc. (CRI) is the leading clothing brand for young children, with a 25% market share between ages  
  0-2. Carter’s stock has come down from its 2021 highs as stimulus-driven spending has worn off and inflation  
  has started to impact consumer budgets. However, baby and child apparel spending is less cyclical than typical  
  apparel categories, and we believe investors are now too pessimistic about Carter’s medium-term outlook.  
  The company sports a strong balance sheet after recently paying down debt and a well-covered 4.5% dividend.

 • Ardagh Metal Packaging SA (AMBP) is a global manufacturer of aluminum beverage cans.  It is the third  
  largest player in an oligopolistic market structure marked by rational competition.  Cans are structurally gaining  
  market share from glass and plastic due to superior recycling rates and shifting consumer preferences.  Beverage  
  can production tends to be a recession-resistant industry and the company’s model allows them to contractually  
  pass along input cost increases to their customers.  We purchased a small position due to the company’s debt  
  level, which we believe is manageable but is higher than our other holdings. 

 • Helios Technologies (HLIO) is an industrial manufacturer of hydraulic components and electronic controls.   
  Their products are generally small, yet mission critical components of some larger piece of equipment.  It  
  typifies the basic/boring business we love to own, and we were drawn to its excellent financial metrics.

 • Pagseguro Digital (PAGS) is a rapidly growing financial technology business based in Brazil.  Known as a  
  “merchant acquirer,” it provides point-of-sale equipment to vendors and earns a small percentage of every  
  card transaction processed by the vendor.  Brazil, like many emerging economies, is seeing structural growth in  
  this industry from card usage replacing cash – particularly in the micro-merchant segment in which PAGS  
  dominates.  We purchased the stock after a steep decline due to higher Brazilian interest rates, which we  
  believe clearly overshot the impact to the company’s long-term value.  

Top Ten Holdings (% OF NET ASSETS)

Top ten holdings are as of September 30, 2022. Fund holdings 
are subject to change and are not recommendations to buy 
or sell any security.

To add to this, many investors expect the rising interest rates to slow 
economic growth – which is already happening in rate-sensitive sectors like 
housing and automotive sales.

As a result of high inflation, rising interest rates, and slowing growth, most 
investors view the odds of a near-term recession as “higher than normal.” 
Combined with the Fed’s insistence on focusing on reducing inflation to long-
term stable levels, rather than “pivoting” as it has done in the past to become 
more accommodative as soon as growth slows, the near-term outlook for 
small caps is for more of the same: volatility!

Positioning
We have written before how we spend no time prognosticating what small 
caps will do in the short-term. We take the same approach with near-term 

Civitas Resources, Inc. 6.3%
WNS Holdings Ltd. 5.6%
Fabrinet  5.5%
Silicom Ltd.  5.1%
Franklin Covey Co.  5.0%
Dropbox, Inc. - Class A  4.9%
Skechers USA Inc. - Class A  4.5%
FRP Holdings, Inc.  4.4%
Becle SAB de CV  4.2%
Park Aeropsace Corp.  3.9%
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Notably, when researching new companies for the Fund, we don’t stick our head in the sand and pretend inflation, 
interest rates, and the economy don’t matter. They certainly do, and their long-term direction will drive a lot of the 
performance in the Fund and risk assets in general. We do try to think about them in a more measured, long-term 
manner than what is covered in the financial news, though.

For instance, one “house view” we have is that earnings in 2021 were – for many industries – driven to record levels by 
a combination of unprecedented government stimulus and pent-up demand from 2020’s lockdowns. We believe the 
earnings of many of the companies in these sectors are very susceptible to a slowdown in economic growth given that 
they were already “over-earning” last year. 

We work hard to be careful to buy companies based on valuations of “normalized” earnings. We don’t avoid companies 
where investors expect earnings to fall – in fact, this often provides the most attractive valuations for entry points. 
However, we want to make sure the price we pay for these businesses accounts for lower-than-peak earnings and, 
hopefully, an over-shoot of how far their earnings will fall. Our investment in Carter’s this quarter is a good example of 
this type of setup, as we believe that 1) Carter’s will never again earn as much money as it did in 2021, but 2) is trading 
at such an attractive valuation now that we believe investors are over-discounting how far earnings will eventually fall 
and settle into a “normalized” scenario.

We are also being very careful evaluating companies with leverage or interest rate risk in the Fund given the ferocity of interest 
rate moves to date. The Fund’s top 10 positions as of September 30th have essentially zero meaningful financial risk (not a 
single stock in the top 5 has any net debt). However, like the economic risk above with Carter’s, there will be a time where 
interest rate-driven risk will be “over-discounted.” As a result, we are actively looking for opportunities in companies with 
all of the high-quality characteristics we normally like but are being over-punished by the market for what might be very 
manageable leverage.

Contributors & Detractors
For the quarter, the largest contributors were Civitas Resources (CIVI), Fabrinet (FN), and Green Thumb Industries (GTBIF). 
The largest detractors were Delta Apparel Inc. (DLA), Conduent Inc. (CNDT), and Becle SAB de CV (CUERVO MM).

Outlook
We won’t even pretend to guess what the rest of this calendar year holds. With an election coming up, the Fed’s 
projection of more interest rate increases, a slowing economy, and what seems to be an escalating war in Ukraine…
there’s plenty to worry about. 

But also, if we start to see inflationary indicators flatten or decline (like commodities and shipping rates, which have 
already begun to move lower), market participants could start to price in a less restrictive (read: more accommodative) 
Federal Reserve and a large bid for risk assets could re-emerge. 

Guessing which one will happen is that just that. We will keep our nose to the grindstone and continue to unearth 
opportunities for the Fund that we believe will create long-term value. With the emergence of volatility and higher 
discount rates this year, we view the current environment as much more conducive to generating attractive opportunities 
than the prior sanguine environment driven by a very accommodative Federal Reserve. As the Portfolio Managers of the 
Fund, our capital is invested alongside yours and we have recently added to our position in the Fund.

Thank you for your investment.
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Matt Parker, CFA, CPA
Intrepid Small Cap Fund Co-Portfolio Manager

Joe Van Cavage, CFA
Intrepid Small Cap Fund Co-Portfolio Manager

Past performance is not a guarantee of future results.

Mutual Fund investing involves risk. Principal loss is possible.  The Fund is subject to special risks including 
volatility due to investments in smaller companies, which involve additional risks such as limited liquidity and 
greater volatility.  The Fund may invest in foreign securities which involve greater volatility and political, economic 
and currency risks and differences in accounting methods.  The risks of owning ETFs generally reflect the risks of 
owning the underlying securities they are designed to track.  ETFs also have management fees that increase their 
costs versus the costs of owning the underlying securities directly.
The Morningstar Small Cap Index tracks the performance of U.S. small-cap stocks that fall between 90th and 97th percentile in market capitalization of the 
investable universe. You cannot invest directly in an index. 

The Russell 2000 Index consists of the smallest 2,000 companies in a group of 3,000 U.S. companies in the Russell 3000 Index, as ranked by market capitalization. 
You cannot invest directly in an index.

Opinions expressed are subject to change, are not guaranteed and should not be considered investment advice or recommendations to buy or sell any security.

The Intrepid Capital Funds are distributed by Quasar Distributors, LLC.
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